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Give Today to Build Tomorrow’s Workforce

Support the LCCTF during the ExtraGive
on November 19
The Lancaster County Career and Technology Foundation (LCCTF) was established in 2003 to support the students and programs of the Lancaster County
Career and Technology Center (LCCTC). The LCCTF’s goal is to ensure the LCCTC
has the materials, equipment and student support to provide the best in career
training for high school and adult students.
Together, we can ensure that businesses meet the need for skilled employees
and members of our community find new, meaningful careers. Your donations
during the ExtraGive directly support the future of LCCTC students and provide
tools and resources that build a thriving workforce in our community.

Support Our
Organization!

NOVEMBER 19

EXTRAGIVE.ORG

Bookmark the LCCTF ExtraGive page and Donate on November 19!

Here is Why You Should Donate to the LCCTF
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help build the Lancaster County workforce with highly trained LCCTC students
Give LCCTC students what’s needed to succeed - technical skills, academic
skills and employability skills
Close the skills gap and promote the trades
Support students from all 16 Lancaster County public school districts
Help to provide state-of-the-art technology and equipment for over 50
career and technology programs
Award scholarships for LCCTC graduates going on to post-secondary education
Provide Workforce grants for LCCTC students directly entering the workforce
to help purchase uniforms or tools
Cover costs of uniforms and tools for students in need
Support mental health needs of LCCTC students
Provide opportunities for unemployed and/or under employed adult students to learn a new trade and begin a new career

CTC Students Benefit from the ExtraGive
Students benefit directly from individuals donating to the Lancaster County Career & Technology Foundation during the ExtraGive. Ian High from the Electrical Construction Technology program was one of several high school and adult education students who received
Workforce Grants meant to help pay for uniforms, tools, and other expenses needed to get
started in the workforce upon graduation.

On November 19, donate online at
ExtraGive.org and your generous gift will
go even further thanks to the Stretch Pool
and Prizes from the Community Foundation
and our extraordinary sponsors.
Help us go the EXTRA mile together!

Ian High, LCCTF Workforce Grant recipient
Ian received a $500 Workforce Grant meant to
help pay for uniforms, tools, and other expenses needed to get started in the workforce upon
graduation.
Ian took a very deliberate look at what he wanted
in his future. As a junior in high school, college
was looming, but did he really want to go? If not
there, what else was available? He had family
working in plumbing and HVAC and were supportive of the college or trade pathway. It all
came down to figuring out what he would enjoy
more.
He wasn’t sure about college and certainly didn’t
want the debt. He was strong in mathematics, so
he looked into programs at the Lancaster County
Career & Technology Center that might be math-forward and settled on the Electrical Construction Technology program.
“Now that I’ve been through the program, I just like the electrical field. I like the
theories behind it. I like how it works. I like thinking about it.,” Ian said. He likes
it now but like some incoming CTC students, Ian didn’t have any practical experience in the field before coming to school.

During the 2020-21
School Year
Dollars Received Through
the ExtraGive Contributed to:

$32,000 in Scholarships Awarded for
CTC students moving on to Higher
Education

$12,000 Awarded in Workforce
Grants for CTC students to purchase
tools, uniforms, materials for start of
new career after graduation

“I had never really done any wiring or anything electrical-related,” Ian explained.
“I knew how to use power tools and things like that, but everything electrical
was pretty much a mystery but interesting to me.”
“I think that the CTC has really prepared me. You get to a point where you really
understand how things are supposed to work and you can take it from there,” he
said.

Teacher Innovation Grants Provide Opportunity
Beyond Workforce Grants for individuals, the Lancaster County Career & Technology Foundation offers Teacher Innovation Grants to program instructors. These
grants are meant to pay for equipment, software, licensing, or more to support
and augment instruction and experience in the classroom that are beyond the
scope of the normal school budget.
Last school year, several instructors applied for Teacher Innovation Grants for
their programs. The Animal Production Science & Technology program was
awarded a grant to purchase bovine and swine simulators to help teach bovine
milking, injections; bovine and swine artificial insemination; and more. The
Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide program received a bathing manikin used
to simulate patients while teaching bathing techniques. The manikin has articulated joints to naturally simulate how a patient can move and will remain submerged in the way a real patient would. This equipment brings new interactivity
and reality to aspects of the curriculum in both programs.
Jamie Redcay’s Interactive Media and Web Design class often uses the equipment that they received as a result of a Teacher Innovation Grant last year. Mr.
Redcay approached members of the Occupational Advisory Committee – a program-specific volunteer group of industry professionals that meet periodically to
help advise the program and ensure that it continues to offer industry-relevant
instruction – for some guidance. Working with the OAC, Mr. Redcay applied for

$42,000 Awarded for Teacher
Innovation Grants for the purchase
of equipment and supplies to
enhance curriculum for a number of
CTC programs

a Teacher Innovation Grant to get digital pen
tablets that recreate the natural feel of using
pen and paper while drawing on a computer.
Such tablets are standard in the design industry and provide the user a whole new way of
designing directly within a computer.
Michael Burns, an Interactive Media and Web
Design student from Lancaster Catholic High
School, explained that the tablets give users a
precision that isn’t possible when you try and
draw with a computer mouse.”
“You just press down and draw and it just feels natural. The tablets are also pressure sensitive so
your pen strokes can change based on the pressure that you use,” he said.
Hayden Kipp, another Interactive Media student from the School District of Lancaster, also enjoys using the tablets. “It’s so much
better to draw using these tablets. If you scan a paper drawing into a computer, some of the image may be lost depending on
your scan or the settings. Using the tablet captures everything,” he said.
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